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Faulty landing keyHave you ever done the process of assembling models with your own hands? I can very well imagine how
hard it is. For those who do not know, a little about the process of assembling large models in Photoshop. So, in this particular
case, I took a standard typesetting plate [1], I took color ink for printing on photo wallpapers (which glow beautifully) [2], I cut
off 4-5mm allowances from the colored layer, I opened the plywood sheet and aligned all 3-sided parts in it, I stick the prepared

photos on the colored surface and laminate it with adhesive tape, I drill holes for the bolts and spend their awl. And all this, I
will do for 2-3 hours at a time, while the thought never occurred to me that after I finish everything, I will need to rinse or wipe
the surface, clean it of adhesive tape and glue , shake off dust, etc. All these actions I will do at a fairly high speed in order to be
in time by 16:00 (while the daylight hours are long) 3). The second assembly scheme can be implemented differently. All used

components and assembly methods remain unchanged. Only the SETTINGS will be slightly changed. I will do not 3, but 6 parts.
Here is this model, which will be medium in size. You have 2 options for making allowances of 3 cm, or 1 cm. In general, this

option is good because everything that was done with allowances of 3 cm can be
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